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 In Docket No. PI2014-1, the Commission included as an attachment to its notice 
initiating the docket an analysis by the Postal Service of activities that could 
qualify for reporting under 39 U.S.C. § 3651(b)(1)(C).1  The Postal Service’s 
analysis identified the activities of the United States Postal Inspection Service as 
qualifying for reporting under 39 U.S.C. § 3651(b)(1)(C) and, for FY 2013, 
estimated the net cost of the United States Postal Inspection Service to be 
$410.7 million.2  The United States Postal Inspection Service net cost was 
included as part of the USO cost in the FY 2019 Annual Report.  FY 2019 Annual 
Report at 49. 

 Please provide the United States Postal Inspection Service’s FY 2020 
estimated net cost, comparable to the figure provided for FY 2013 in the 
Order No. 2163 Attachment. 

 Please describe the methodology and provide workpapers showing the 
development and calculation of the FY 2020 United States Postal 
Inspection Service net cost estimate. 

 

RESPONSE:     

a. Please see page 3 of the Preface to USPS-FY20-32, which states: 

Net Costs Associated with United States Inspection Service:  In 
Docket No. PI2014-1, the Commission reproduced as an attachment to 
Order No. 2163 (August 20, 2014) material from the Postal Service that 
included, on page 11, a FY 2013 net cost estimate of $410.7 million for the 
United States Postal Inspection Service.  For purposes of more current 
consideration of the same topic, that net cost figure was updated for FY 
2020.  Based on the same inputs as used to generate the estimates 
provided last year and in Docket No. PI2014-1, the comparable estimate 
for FY 2020 was $503.2 million. 

   

b. As stated in the response to part a, the Commission’s methodology 

described in Docket No. PI2014-1 Order No. 2163 was replicated to compute Inspection 

 

1 See Docket No. PI2014-1, Notice Establishing Docket Concerning the Scope of Public Service 
or Activity Cost Reporting Under 39 U.S.C. 3651(B)(1)(C), August 20, 2014, Attachment (Order No. 2163 
Attachment). 

2 Order No. 2163 Attachment at 10-11.  The Postal Service in an internal email provided FY 2018 
and FY 2019 estimated United States Postal Inspection Service net costs that were comparable to the FY 
2013 figure provided in the Order No. 2163 Attachment.  See FY 2020 Annual Report at 52. 
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Service net costs of $503.2 million for FY 2020.  Mechanically, the revenues and 

expenses were extracted from the relevant finance numbers and reviewed by the 

Inspection Service for accuracy.  The Excel workbook named PI2021.1.CHIR 1 Resp 

Q1.Q3ab attached to this response includes three tabs related to this response:  Q1 - IS 

Revenue displays revenues by GL account; Q1-IS Expense shows expenses by GL 

account; and Q1-IS Net Cost computes the net cost for FY 2020 of $503.2 million. 
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 The Commission determines the costs of maintaining small post offices by 
estimating the amount the Postal Service would save if rural carriers provided the 
same services as those provided at small post offices, as well as the amount of 
revenue that would be lost from existing Post Office Box (PO Box) rentals if small 
post offices were to close.3  The Commission defines small post offices as those 
post offices in cost ascertainment groups (CAGs) K and L.4  Under the current 
methodology, the Commission calculates the cost of maintaining small post 
offices as the potential estimated operating costs saved less cost savings 
adjustments.  See FY 2020 Annual Report at 48-49, Table IV-3.  The cost 
savings adjustments include: (1) costs that would be incurred by rural carriers 
providing retail services;5 (2) an increase in rural carrier delivery costs due to 
customers who formerly had their mail delivered to a PO Box at a small post 
office needing to receive delivery of their mail by a rural carrier;6 and (3) lost 
revenue from the PO Boxes formerly rented at small post offices.  2008 USO 
Report at 138-39.  The following questions relate to the potentially available 
inputs and their calculations for these cost adjustments to small post offices’ 
costs. 

 In its response to an information request in Docket No. ACR2017, the 
Postal Service stated that “information regarding the actual number of 
retail transactions at CAG K and L offices does not exist.”7  The Postal 
Service explained that “[d]ue to the low revenue in CAG K and L offices, 
over 95 percent of these offices are not included within [Retail Systems 
Software Point of Service (RSS POS)] reporting.”8  Please specify whether 

 

3 Some post office activities can be provided by a rural carrier while they are completing their 
assigned route.  For example, rural carrier parcel acceptance is considered a post office activity because 
it can substitute for a customer dropping a parcel at a post office window.  See 2008 USO Report, App’x 
F, Sec. 3, at 26. 

4 See 2008 USO Report at 136.  “Cost ascertainment group” is a method used by the Postal 
Service that classifies post offices based on volume of revenue generated.  CAG K offices have 36-189 
revenue units, and CAG L offices have fewer than 36 revenue units.  See United States Postal Service, 
Glossary of Postal Terms (Publication 32), July 2013, available at 
https://about.usps.com/publications/pub32/pub32_terms.htm. 

5 In this analysis, the Commission assumes that rural carriers will provide all retail transactions 
that were formerly performed at CAG K and L post offices.  See 2008 USO Report at 137-39, App’x F, 
Sec. 3, at 27. 

6 The analysis assumes that PO Box services at these small post offices would be replaced by 
rural carrier delivery to neighborhood delivery and collection box units (“NDCBUs,” or “cluster boxes”).  
2008 USO Report, App’x F, Sec. 3 at 27. 

7 See Docket No. ACR2017, Responses of the United States Postal Service to Questions 1-16 of 
Chairman’s Information Request No. 21, March 5, 2018, question 10. 

8 Id.  RSS POS is retail point-of-service software that captures retail business transactions as 
they take place at the retail unit.  See United States Postal Service Office of Inspector General, Retail 
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the actual number of retail transactions at CAG K and L post offices 
currently exists. 

i. Please provide the FY 2019 and FY 2020 actual number of retail 
transactions at CAG K and L Post Offices (if such numbers exist), 
and describe the sources and methodology used. 

ii. If the actual number of retail transactions at CAG K and L post 
offices currently does not exist, please explain the reason/s why. 

 In the 2008 USO Report, cost estimates were developed based on data 
provided by the Postal Service that estimated FY 2007 retail revenue for 
CAG K and L post offices to be $280 million and estimated the number of 
retail transactions to be 0.552 per retail revenue dollar at small post 
offices.  2008 USO Report, App’x F, Sec. 3, at 27 nn.39-40.  From these 
two Postal Service-provided measures, the Commission then derived 
algebraically the estimated number of FY 2007 retail transactions at CAG 
K and L post offices as 154.5 million (0.552 retail transactions per retail 
revenue dollar times 280 million retail revenue dollars equals 154.5 million 
retail transactions).  Id. at 27. 

i. Please provide the FY 2019 and FY 2020 number of retail transactions 
per revenue dollar at those CAG K and L post offices that do 
electronically record retail transactions. 

ii. Please explain and show the figures used to develop the FY 2019 and 
FY 2020 number of retail transactions per revenue dollar at the CAG K 
and L post offices that do electronically record retail transactions. 

iii. If the FY 2019 and FY 2020 number of retail transactions per revenue 
dollar at those CAG K and L post offices that do electronically record 
retail transactions is materially different than the value developed in 
FY 2007, please explain the reasons why. 

iv. Please specify the total number of CAG K and L post offices that 
currently do electronically record all retail transactions. 

v. The In-Office Cost System (IOCS) appears to have two data collection 
questions related to RSS and POS.9  IOCS question “Q18G15,” 
labeled “Logged into RSS,” asks “Is the employee logged into RSS?”  
Id.  Possible responses are “Y” - yes or “N” - no.  Id.  Question 
“Q18G12,” labeled “Retail Equipment Type,” asks “What type of 
equipment is used to sell postage at this facility?”  Id.  One possible 

 

Systems Software – Business Process Controls, Report No. FT-AR-15-008, July 21, 2015, at 5 n.1, 
available at https://www.uspsoig.gov/document/retail-systems-software-business-process-controls. 

9 See Docket No. ACR2020, Library Reference USPS-FY20-37, December 29, 2020, Excel file 
“IOCSDataEntryFlowchartFY20.xlsx,” tab “Q18,” cells AF153:AG171. 

https://www.uspsoig.gov/document/retail-systems-software-business-process-controls
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response shown to question “Q18G12” in the data entry flow chart is 
“A. POS / RSS.”  Id.  Please specify the differences (if any) between 
“POS” and “RSS.” 

vi. Please explain the overall question sequence, order, and logic for the 
questions leading up to the RSS and POS-related IOCS questions 
“Q18G15” and “Q18G12.” 

vii. In Docket No. ACR2018, Library Reference USPS-FY18-45, the Postal 
Service provided updated material for Handbook F-45 (IOCS).10  
However, it did not include the IOCS data collection questions or 
instructions for each question.  Id.  Please provide a more current 
document that shows the complete IOCS questions with any 
associated instructions (or illustrative data collector computer screens) 
for both the cluster and non-cluster IOCS samples similar in format and 
detail as that provided in the version of Handbook F-45 submitted to 
the Commission on July 21, 2009.11 

viii. Please provide the most current IOCS statistical and computer 
documentation for the cluster and non-cluster IOCS samples similar in 
format and detail as that provided in Docket No. R2006-1.12 

 Please provide the most current volume of CAG K and L PO Boxes shown 
by fee group and PO Box type. 

 

RESPONSE:     

a. The total number of retail transactions at CAG K and CAG L offices is 

unavailable.  

 i. Not applicable. 

 

10 See Docket No. ACR2018, Library Reference USPS-FY18-45, February 8, 2019, file “ACR 
2018 ChIR 6.Public Files.zip,” folder “ChIR.6.Q.26_Approved Handbooks,” file “Handbook F-
45_MAY_2018.pdf.” 

11 United States Postal Service, Data Collection User’s Guide for In-Office Cost System 
(Handbook F-45), October 2004, available at https://www.prc.gov/dockets/document/63811. 

12 See Docket No. R2006-1, Library Reference USPS-LR-L-9, May 3, 2006, folder 
“LR9Document,” file “USPS-LR-L-9_R2006-1_IOCS.pdf.” 

https://www.prc.gov/dockets/document/63811
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ii. For offices with low revenue, the Postal Service does not believe it is cost 

effective to install and maintain Retail Systems Software (RSS).  While revenue is the 

primary factor used to decide transferring an office to RSS, other factors (including, for 

example, the existence of adequate counter space and a reliable network connection) 

are also considered.  Hence, all requests for the installation of RSS are carefully 

reviewed by management to ensure that its installation is practical and is sound from a 

business perspective. 

b. i and ii.  The annual ratios of retail transactions per retail revenue dollar 

were 0.169 and 0.176 for FY 2019 and FY 2020, respectively.  Mechanically, each retail 

transaction is identified by a unique RSS-key, and only transactions associated with 

employee badge scans required to access the retail terminal were excluded. 

The ratio of retail transactions per retail revenue dollar was computed using the 

following formula:  
∑ # 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠𝐶𝐴𝐺 𝐾&𝐿 𝑤 𝑅𝑆𝑆

∑ 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 $𝐶𝐴𝐺 𝐾&𝐿 𝑤 𝑅𝑆𝑆
,  

𝐹𝑌 2019 =  
2,749,865

$16,224,614
= 0.169  

𝐹𝑌 2020 =  
3,117,007

$17,688,367
= 0.176  

Although not specifically requested, it appears that the Commission also needs 

the total revenue from CAG K and CAG L post offices so that the updated transaction 

per retail dollar figures presented above can be applied to estimate the total number of 

transactions in CAG K and CAG L offices.  The total revenue from these offices, for FY 

2019 and FY 2020, was $382.7 million and $464.2 million, respectively. 
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iii. The ratio of retail transactions per retail revenue dollar declined 68 percent 

from 0.552 to 0.176 between FY 2007 and FY 2020.  Intuitively, the reciprocal of this 

ratio, average retail revenue per retail transaction, is better suited to explain the 

significant change in the ratio over this period.  The average retail revenue per retail 

transaction has increased to $5.68 from $1.81, or 214 percent.   

There are at least three types of factors that can help explain the magnitude of 

this difference over the period in question.  The first two types pertain to mail volume 

generally, and the third type relates more specifically to retail transactions.   

The first factor is general inflation in postal rates between FY 2007 and FY 2020.  

As retail prices increase, holding retail transaction quantities constant, average retail 

revenue per transaction rises.  Not surprisingly, retail prices for both letters and 

packages have increased, albeit at much different rates, between FY 2007 and FY 

2020.  The simple fact that rates generally rose explains some portion of the observed 

increase.   

Beyond simple inflation, the second factor affecting average revenue is the 

change in the mail mix over the same period.  The portion of mail that is more 

expensive packages (as opposed to less expensive letters) has also increased 

materially since 2007.  The combined effect of these two factors – increases in rates 

and changes in mail mix – inevitably led to increases in revenue per RPW piece (that is 
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to say, the average revenue of pieces that theoretically might be brought into post 

offices to be mailed).   

Lastly, although by no means unrelated to broader changes in mail mix, other 

possible trends specifically in retail activity constitute a third type of factor that might be 

influencing the size of the observed increase in average revenue per retail transaction.  

Overall, these types of trends could also underlie mailer behavior that drives the 

observed increase.   For example, Forever Stamps were first introduced in 2007.  Since 

that time, their emergence has very likely reduced visits to post offices for the sole 

purpose of purchasing stamps (particularly in small quantities to address transitional 

issues previously related to implementation of new stamp rates).  Moreover, 

demographic and technological changes have led to substantial portions of the younger 

generation who mail very few letters.  Consequently, those individuals are more likely to 

visit post offices nearly exclusively for the purpose of mailing packages.  This type of 

behavior would also seem likely to be associated with higher average revenue per retail 

transaction, although the exact effects would be very difficult to quantify.  

Overall, it would seem that the combination of these three types of factors makes 

the observed percentage increase in average retail revenue per retail transaction 

between 2007 and 2020 for CAG K and L offices appear to be plausible.    

iv. In FY 2020, there were 372 CAG K and CAG L offices that utilized RSS.  

In September 2021, the number of CAG K and CAG L offices using RSS increased to 

463. 
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v. There is no difference for Postal Service retail window operations between 

the previous POS (Point of Service) and current RSS (Retail Systems Software).  RSS 

integrates management of the software systems for Self-Service Kiosks (SSK) and for 

Contract Access Retail System (CARS, used for Contract Postal Units), together with 

the software for workstations formerly known as POS terminals. 

vi. After selecting the sampled employee’s assignment as Window at Q18B 

or Q18B1, the IOCS CODES software flows to Q18G15, Logged into RSS.  If the 

employee is not logged into RSS, the software then flows to Q18G12, Retail Equipment 

Type.  These flows are displayed visually in the flowchart 

“IOCSDataEntryFlowchartFY20.xlsx”, worksheet “Q18”, provided in ACR folder USPS-

FY20-37. 

vii. Because the CODES data collection instrument is continually updated, 

detailed instructions for the software questions are provided in a Reference Guide that 

is separate from the Handbook that provides policies and procedures.  The final 

Reference Guide for FY2020 is electronically attached to these responses as a pdf 

document, as is the most recently approved Handbook F-45 for IOCS. 

viii. The most current system description for the IOCS system, for both cluster- 

and non-cluster, was provided in the ACR in USPS-FY20-37.  Many of the details 

formerly included in the PDF version of USPS-LR-L-9 are now filed in Excel workbooks, 

such as the data dictionaries “IOCSNon-ClusterDataDictionaryFY20.xlsx” and 

“IOCSClusterDataDictionaryFY20.xlsx”, or in text files, such as MASTER.CODES.FY20 
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and ReadPRCPubOutput20CL.txt.  Because the SAS programs themselves are already 

provided, much of the detailed documentation formerly provided in USPS-LR-L-9 is 

redundant.  

c.  The tables below present public information regarding the volumes of 

occupied boxes by size and fee group for CAG K and L offices.  Complete information is 

provided under seal in USPS-PI2021-1-NP1.  Examination of that more complete 

information indicates that, in addition to the figures shown below, within the competitive 

fee groups, a relatively small volume of boxes is rented in CAG K offices. 

 

Fee Group Size 1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4 Size 5 Total

1 8             -          -          -          -          8                

2 127         40           12           2             -          181            

3 5,674      2,129      464         10           1             8,278         

4 70,650    25,364    6,617      212         6             102,849    

5 246,849 96,022    26,096    1,101      75           370,143    

6 94,809    37,270    10,838    568         54           143,539    

7 14,937    5,810      1,882      99           5             22,733      

Group E 298,673 94,675    16,570    849         58           410,825    

MD/E Total 731,727 261,310 62,479    2,841      199         1,058,556 

Note:  Competitive PO Box figures excluded.

Current Occupied PO Box Volume

CAG K Locations
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Fee Group Size 1 Size 2 Size 3 Size 4 Size 5 Total

1              -                -                -                -                -   -             

2 16           6             3             -          -          25              

3 -          -          -          -          -          -             

4 5,032      1,576      347         8             1             6,964         

5 37,792    13,697    3,491      71           11           55,062      

6 18,219    7,676      2,009      58           6             27,968      

7 2,271      983         292         12           -          3,558         

Group E 71,423    30,204    5,011      131         15           106,784    

Grand Total 134,753 54,142    11,153    280         33           200,361    

Current Occupied PO Box Volume

CAG L Locations
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 Under the current methodology to estimate CAG K and L post offices’ operating 
costs, the Commission includes an estimate of the CAG K and L post offices’ 
postmaster salaries (including a postmaster piggyback factor from the most 
recent Postal Service Annual Compliance Report), CAG K Clerks’ costs, and 
CAG L Leave Replacement employee costs.  See FY 2020 Annual Report at 49, 
Table IV-3.  In Docket No. RM2015-19, the Postal Service suggested 
aggregating CAG K-L post office costs reported by finance number on the trial 
balance as an alternative to the piggyback method of calculating the non-labor 
costs of maintaining small post offices.13  The Postal Service stated that “[a]n 
advantage of this approach over the piggyback method is that the piggyback 
ratios (including the Cost Segment 1 piggyback currently used by the 
Commission) will reflect cost structures of larger offices that comprise the bulk of 
the piggybacking cost segments, and thus may not accurately measure relative 
non-labor costs at CAG K-L offices.”  Id.  Piggyback ratios calculated specific to 
CAG K and L post offices costs may be more accurate measures. 

 Please provide the CAG K and L post offices’ postmaster piggyback ratio 
for FY 2019 and FY 2020, including workpapers showing the calculations 
and cost sub-segment components used. 

 Please provide the CAG K and L post offices’ clerk costs and piggyback 
ratios by function for FY 2019 and FY 2020, using the methodology and 
format suggested in Docket No. RM2015-19 Response to CHIR No. 3, 
question 4.  See id. question 5 n.10.  Please include with your response 
workpapers showing the calculations and cost sub-segment components 
used for the FY 2019 and FY 2020 piggyback ratios. 

 

RESPONSE:     

The Postal Service notes that in the cited response to Docket No. RM2015-19, 

Chairman’s Information Request No. 3, Question 5, it suggested directly calculating 

total expenses for CAG K and L offices as a potentially preferable alternative to the 

piggyback approach.  The response noted that cost structure differences between 

CAG K-L post offices and larger offices reflected in proxy piggyback factors may 

 

13 See Docket No. RM2015-19, Responses of the United States Postal Service to Questions 1-6 
of Chairman’s Information Request No. 3, October 22, 2015, question 5 (Docket No. RM2015-19 
Response to CHIR No. 3). 
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result in the piggyback approach not accurately measuring non-labor costs at CAG K-

L post offices.  Because of a subsequent request by the Commission, the Postal 

Service now annually computes the total CAG K-L office expenses and reports the 

amounts in ACR folder 7. For FY2019 and FY2020, the total CAG K-L post office 

expenses are shown in the table below. 

Fiscal Year 

CAG K-L Post Offices 

Total Expense ($) 

2019 688,948,201 

2020 710,881,090 

Sources: Docket No. ACR2019, USPS-FY19-7, Preface at 3; Docket No. ACR2020, 

USPS-FY20-7, Preface at 3. 

a. The postmaster piggyback ratios for volume variable and product specific 

costs reported in ACR folder 24 were 1.330 and 1.312, respectively, for FY 2019 and 

FY 2020.  The Excel workbook named PI2021.1.CHIR 1 Resp Q1.Q3ab attached to 

this response has the requested expenses by cost sub-segment components.  The 

same ratio of indirect costs to direct postmaster labor costs, by cost sub-segment 

component, was applied from ACR folder 24 to the aggregate CAG K and CAG L 

costs to compute the indirect costs.  In USPS-FY20-24, for example, custodial 

personnel costs, cost sub-segment component 11.1.1, are 3.8 percent of direct 

postmaster labor costs.  In the attached workbook custodial labor costs are computed 

by multiplying CAG K and L postmaster labor costs, $20.1 million by 3.8 percent 

amounting to 758 thousand dollars. 
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This treatment of indirect costs results in the same postmaster piggyback ratio for 

CAG K and CAG L offices that was computed for all postmasters in Docket Nos. 

ACR2019 and ACR2020. 

 b. The requested information using the method described in Docket No. 

RM2015-19 is provided in the table below and documented in the attached Excel 

spreadsheet identified in response to subpart a of this question. 

 

 

FY2019 FY2020

Total Costs Costs

CAG K-L Clerk Labor [1]  $         407,986,603  $         438,477,918 

Estimated Cost Shares by Function (IOCS)

Mail Processing [2] 31.1% 28.5%

Window Services [3] 40.3% 42.8%

Administration [4] 28.7% 28.7%

Estimated CAG K-L Labor Costs by Function

Mail Processing [5]  $         126,761,438  $         124,790,815 

Window Services [6]  $         164,255,406  $         187,800,092 

Administration [7]  $         116,969,759  $         125,930,858 

Piggyback Factors

Mail Processing [8]                           1.676                           1.663 

Window Services [9]                           1.394                           1.393 

Administration [10]                           1.393                           1.373 

Estimated Total CAG K-L Costs by Function

Mail Processing [11]  $         212,468,214  $         207,574,890 

Window Services [12]  $         228,941,789  $         261,524,307 

Administration [13]  $         162,956,345  $         172,911,640 

CAG K-L Clerk Costs, Total and By Function
Source: Pay Data System, IOCS


